Just Kisses
LINED
APRON
Designed by Ariga Mahmoudlou for RK Featuring
www.robertkaufman.com

Finished size approximately 27” x 27”

Difficulty Rating: Beginner
For questions about this pattern, please email Patterns@RobertKaufman.com.

Fabric and Supplies Needed
Fabric amounts based on yardage that is 42” wide.

Color

Fabric

A

B

Name/SKU

Yardage

Color

Fabric

Name/SKU

C

AMKD-19787-1
WHITE

AMKD-19782-202 3/4 yard
(for the main
AMERICANA
exterior)

K001-414
PEAPOD

Yardage

7/8 yard

(for the lining)

3/4 yard

(for the
pocket, straps
and accent)
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Notes Before You Begin
- Read through all of the instructions before beginning.
- All of the seam allowances are 3/8” unless otherwise noted.
- Press seam allowances open unless otherwise noted.
- Width of fabric (WOF) is equal to at least 42” wide.
- Right sides together has been abbreviated to RST.
- Remember to measure twice and cut once!

Cutting Instructions
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From Fabric B, cut:
■ one 5” x WOF strip. Subcut:
□ one 5” x 28” strip for the
bottom trim
■ three 3-1/2” x WOF strips.
Subcut:
□ one 3-1/2” x 26” strip for
the neck strap
□ two 3-1/2” x 32” strips
for the side ties
■ one 7-1/2” x 12” rectangle
for the pocket

fig. 1

fold

From Fabric A, cut, following
the diagram (fig.1)

From Fabric C, cut, following
the diagram (fig.2)
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Assemble the Apron Front
Step 1: Place the 5” x 28” Fabric B trim right sides together and the bottom edge of the
Fabric A main apron. Sew, then press toward the Fabric B rectangle. Top stitch along the
seam, on Fabric B.

Step 3: Measure up 11” from the bottom edge of the
apron front and place the pocket in the center. Tip:
Fold and finger press the pocket and align this crease
with the crease left in the center of the apron panel
to help center the pocket. Edge stitch the side edges
and the bottom of the pocket, reinforcing the top
corners with extra stitching. Stitch a line in the center
of the pocket to create two pockets.

11”

Step 2: Fold the top edge of the Fabric B pocket 1/4” to the wrong side and
press. Fold another 1/4” and press, then edge stitch along the top to secure
the fold. Fold the remaining two side edges and the bottom edge 1/4” to
the wrong side and press.
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Assemble the Ties
Step 4: Fold the 3-1/2” x 26” Fabric B neck strap strip in half along the longest edges, right
sides together. Stitch along the long edge, then turn right side out. Press and set aside.

Step 5: Fold the 3-1/2” x 32” Fabric B side tie strips in half along the longest edges, right sides
together. Stitch along the long edge and one short edge, then turn right side out. Press and
set aside.

Assemble the Apron

Step 6: On a flat work surface, place the main apron
panel right side up. Place the neck strap at the top
edge of the apron, with raw edges aligned and the
ends of the strap 1/2” in from the corners. Pin in place,
taking care to not twist the strap. Optional: baste in
place.
Place the side ties at the side edges of the apron, with
raw edges aligned and the ends of the ties 1/2” below
from the side corners. Pin in place. Optional: baste in
place.

Step 7: Place the Fabric C lining panel on top of the
assembled front panel, right sides together. Ensure
that the ties and strap are all tucked in between the
main panels. Sew around the entire project, leaving
a 6” opening along the bottom edge for turning. Turn
right side out, then fold and press the raw edges of the
opening to align with the rest of the apron’s bottom
edge. Press around the edges of the entire apron, then
edge stitch around the apron, securing the opening.
Your apron is complete! Enjoy!

This pattern may be used for personal purposes only and may not be reproduced in any form without the
express permission from Robert Kaufman Fabrics. This pattern is not for resale. All patterns, unless otherwise
attributed, are © Robert Kaufman Co., Inc. 2005-2020. All rights reserved.
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